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Abstract

Let B be a quaternion algebra over number field K : Assume that B satisfies the Eichler

condition (i.e., there is at least one archimedean place which is unramified in B). Let O be an
order in a quadratic extension L of K: The Eichler orders of B which admit an embedding of O
are determined. This is a generalization of Chinburg and Friedman’s embedding theorem for

maximal orders.
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1. Introduction

Let B be a quaternion algebra over a number field K and let L be a quadratic field
extension of K : The classical Hasse–Brauer–Noether–Albert Theorem says that there
is an embedding of L into B over K if and only if no place of K which ramifies in B

splits in L: In [2], Chinburg and Friedman prove an integral version of this theorem.
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Theorem 1.1 (Chinburg and Friedman [2, Theorem 3.3]). Let B be a

quaternion algebra over a number field K and let OK be the ring of integers of K.

Let OCB be a commutative OK -order and assume B satisfies the Eichler condition

(i.e., there is at least one archimedean place which is unramified in B). Then every

maximal order of B contains a conjugate (by B�) of O except when the following three

conditions hold:

(1) O is an integral domain and its quotient field LCB is a quadratic extension of K :
(2) The extension L=K and the algebra B are unramified at all finite places and ramify

at exactly the same (possibly empty) set of real places of K.
(3) All prime ideals of K dividing the relative discriminant ideal discðO=OKÞ of O split

in L=K :

Suppose now that (1)–(3) hold. Then B has an even number of conjugacy classes of

maximal orders. The maximal orders D containing some conjugate of O make up

exactly half of these conjugacy classes. If D and E are maximal orders and E contains a

conjugate of O; then D contains a conjugate of O if and only if the image by the

reciprocity map FrobL=K of the distance ideal rðD; EÞ is the trivial element of

GalðL=KÞ:

In this paper, we extend this result to Eichler orders of level d (Theorem 2.5).
Recall that an Eichler order of level d is the intersection of two unique maximal
orders whose distance ideal is d (cf [3, Lemma 2.4 of Chapter 2 and Proposition 5.1
of Chapter 3]). As we know that a maximal order is an Eichler order of
trivial level, our theorem implies Theorem 1.1 stated above. If the order O
satisfies (1) of Theorem 1.1, then it is always contained in some maximal
order, but is not always contained in some Eichler order of level d: So it is
necessary to impose some local conditions for the existence of any Eichler
order of level d contain a copy of O; a feature absent when d is trivial
(Theorem 2.4).
We have the same conditions (1) and (2) as in the above theorem, but we need to

modify the condition (3) to:

All prime ideals P of K which divide the relative discriminant ideal discðO=OKÞ
and satisfy ordPðdÞaordPðdiscðO=OKÞÞ split in L=K :

Although some different techniques are used, such as the language of ideles, we
point out that this paper is based on Chinburg and Friedman’s approach, our proof
being a simplification of their original argument.

2. Main results

Let K�
A be the idele group of a number field K and B�

A the idele group of B: Let
ECB be an Eichler order of level d; EA ¼ E#K KA its adele ring and NðEAÞ the
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normalizer of EA in B�
A: Recall that each Eichler order D of level d is locally

isomorphic to E: By the Noether–Skolem Theorem, we know that there is an idele

xAB�
A such that DA ¼ xEAx�1: So each Eichler order of level d can be represented

by an idele xAB�
A: By definition of NðEAÞ; D ¼ E if and only if xANðEAÞ and DCE

if and only if xAB�NðEAÞ: If DCE (i.e., D is conjugate to E), we also say that D and
E are in the same type. Recall that there is a natural isomorphism induced by the
reduced norm

n: B�
\B�

A=NðEAÞ-K�
\K�

A=nðNðEAÞÞ:

For the definition of ‘‘n’’, we refer to [3, Chapter 1, p. 1] for details. Throughout this
paper, a subscript P on a global object denotes the P-adic completion. Since we
assume that B satisfies the Eichler condition, by the proof of Corollary 5.7 of
Chapter 3 of [3],

nðNðEPÞÞ ¼
K�

P if ordPd is odd or P divides discðBÞ;
O�
PK�2

P otherwise:

�
ð2:1Þ

Let G ¼ K�
\K�

A=nðNðEAÞÞ: By (2.1), G is a finite group of exponent 2. It is

generated by the images eP of local uniformizers eP ¼ ð1;y; 1; pP; 1;yÞ: We
assume that feP1

; eP2
;y; ePn

g is a minimal set of generators of G:

Suppose g ¼
Qn

i¼1 ePi

gi is an element of G; where giAf0; 1g: Every Eichler
order D of level d is isomorphic to some Eg; where Eg is an Eichler order
of level d whose image in G is g: We define the distance ideal rðD; EÞ to beQn

i¼1 P
gi

i : Note that this definition depends on the choice of representatives

of the minimal set of generators of G: However, throughout this paper we
deal only with the ideal class of rðD; EÞ in a quotient group of the fractional
ideals group of K : This quotient group is denoted by TSðBÞ in [2] and isomorphic to
G: The ideal class of rðD; EÞ in TSðBÞ is independent of the choice of
representatives.
Let B be a quaternion algebra over a number field K and OK the ring of integers of

K : By an integral OK -order we shall mean one without zero divisors. Let OCB be a
commutative integral OK -order and OaOK : Then O is not always contained in some
Eichler order of level d: The following lemma reveals that this problem can be
reduced to the local case.

Lemma 2.1. The order O can be embedded into some Eichler order of level d if and only

if for any prime ideal P dividing d; OP can be embedded into some local Eichler order

EP whose level is equal to the P-part of d:

Proof. We need only to prove the ‘‘if ’’ part.
Since OCB; we can choose a maximal order N of B such that OCN: For any

prime ideal P dividing d; fix a local Eichler order EP such that the level of EP is
equal to the P-part of d and OPCEP:
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By Proposition 5.1 of [3, Chapter 3], we can choose a global Eichler orderF such
that

FP ¼
EP if Pjd;
NP otherwise:

�
Then the global level of F is d and OCF: &

In the local case, the optimal embedding problem has been completely solved in
Theorem 1.8 of [1]. For the definition of optimal embedding, one can see the first
paragraph of [1] for details. If OP is an integral domain and LP is its quotient field,
then the meaning of optimal embedding j :OP-EP is that jðLPÞ-EP ¼ jðOPÞ: In
this paper, we will identify OP and LP with their images under the embedding. The
following lemma is a simplified form of Theorem 1.8 of [1].

Lemma 2.2 (Brzezinski [1, Theorem 1.8]). Let LP*KP be a quadratic extension of

KP and BP*LP: Let OP ¼ OKP
þ piOLP

be an OKP
-order of LP; where p is a

uniformizer of OLP
: Then there exists an optimal embedding OP-EP for some Eichler

order EP of level d only in the following cases:

(1) LP*KP is inert and ordPðdÞp2i:
(2) LP*KP is ramified and ordPðdÞp2i þ 1:
(3) LP*KP is split.

The next lemma asserts that the existence of an optimal embedding is equivalent to
the existence of an embedding.

Lemma 2.3. Let LP*KP be a quadratic extension of KP and BP*LP: Let OP be an

OKP
-order of LP: Then there exists an optimal embedding OP-EP for some Eichler

order EP if and only if there exists an embedding OP-EP:

Proof. Obviously we need only to prove the ‘‘if’’ part. By Theorem 1.8(c) of [1], if
LP*KP is split, then there is always an optimal embedding.
If there is an embedding OP-EP; let OP

0 ¼ LP-EP: Then OP
0 is an OKP

-order
and OP

0-EP is an optimal embedding. Obviously OP
0*OP: If LP*KP is

unramified, OP ¼ OKP
þ piOLP

and OP
0 ¼ OKP

þ pi0OLP
; then i0pi: By Theorem

1.8(a) of [1], ordPðdÞp2i0: Consequently ordPðdÞp2i; so there is an optimal
embedding also by Theorem 1.8(a) of [1].
If LP*KP is ramified, then the proof is similar. &

Theorem 2.4. Let K be a number field with OK the ring of integers of K : Let B be a

quaternion algebra over K. And let OCB with OaOK be a commutative OK -order.

Then O can be embedded into some Eichler order of level d if and only if ordPðdÞp
ordPðdiscðO=OKÞÞ for any inert prime ideal P and ordPðdÞpordPðdiscðO=OKÞÞ �
ordPðdiscðOLP

=OKP
ÞÞ þ 1 for any ramified prime ideal P:
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Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we require nothing for split P: The local order

OP ¼ OKP
þ piOLP

for some iX0 and some uniformizer p of OKP
: Since OLP

¼
OKP

½o� for some oAOLP
; we have

discðOP=OKP
Þ ¼ p2i discðOLP

=OKP
Þ:

If P is inert, then discðOLP
=OKP

Þ is trivial. By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, there exists an
embedding OP-EP for some Eichler order EP if and only if

ordPðdÞp2i ¼ ordPðdiscðO=OKÞÞ:

If P is ramified, the proof is similar. &

Theorem 2.5. Let K be a number field with OK the ring of integers of K. Let B be a

quaternion algebra over K. Let OCB be a commutative OK -order and assume B

satisfies the Eichler condition (i.e., there is at least one archimedean place which is

unramified in B). Assume ordPðdÞpordPðdiscðO=OKÞÞ for any inert prime ideal P of

OK and ordPðdÞpordPðdiscðO=OKÞÞ � ordPðdiscðOLP
=OKP

ÞÞ þ 1 for any ramified

prime ideal P: Then every Eichler order of B contains a conjugate (by B�) of O except

when the following three conditions hold:

(1) The order O is an integral domain and its quotient field LCB is a quadratic

extension of K :
(2) The extension L=K and the algebra B are unramified at all finite places and ramify

at exactly the same (possibly empty) set of real places of K.
(3) All prime ideals P of K which divide the relative discriminant ideal dO=OK

and

satisfy ordPðdÞaordPðdiscðO=OKÞÞ split in L=K :

Suppose now that (1)–(3) hold. Then B has an even number of conjugacy classes of

Eichler orders of level d: The Eichler orders D containing some conjugate of O make up

exactly half of these conjugacy classes. If D and E are Eichler orders and E contains a

conjugate of O; then D contains a conjugate of O if and only if the image by the

reciprocity map FrobL=K of the distance ideal rðD; EÞ is the trivial element of

GalðL=KÞ:

Proof. If O is contained in K ; then (1) fails and every Eichler order contains O: The
theorem holds obviously. So we will assume that O is not contained in K in the
following proof.
Let G ¼ K�

\K�
A=nðNðEAÞÞ: Assume jGj ¼ 2n and G is generated by the images of

local uniformizers ePi
¼ ð1;y; 1; pP; 1;yÞ; where i ¼ 1; 2;y; n: Then there are 2n

types of Eichler orders of level d: If we can find 2n types of Eichler orders which
contain a conjugate of O; then we see that O can be embedded into each type of
Eichler orders of level d: In the local case, two Eichler orders of the same level are
conjugate by some xAB�

P:
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For eachPi; suppose we can find two local Eichler orders EPi
and EPi

0 ¼ xiEPi
x�1

i

such that nðxiÞeO�
PK�2

P and all contain O0 which is conjugate to O: Let D be a fixed

Eichler order of level d which contains O0: For each g ¼
Qn

i¼1 ePi

giAG; let Eg be the

global Eichler order of level d such that its localization at P is

Eg
P ¼

EPi
if P ¼ Pi and gi ¼ 0;

EPi

0 if P ¼ Pi and gi ¼ 1;
DP otherwise:

8><>:
Then these 2n global Eichler orders all contain O0 which is conjugate to O: So O can
be embedded into all types of Eichler orders.
Next in the following four steps, we will choose two appropriate local Eichler

orders containing a conjugate of O for each Pi:
Step 1: If (1) fails, then B ¼ Mð2;KÞ: Since O is not an integral domain, O must be

conjugate to a subring of either

a 0

0 b

� �				a; bAOK

� 

ð2:4Þ

or

a b

0 a

� �				aAOK ; bAI

� 

; ð2:5Þ

where I is a fractional ideal of K: For each Pi ði ¼ 1; 2;y; nÞ; denote by pi a
uniformizer of KPi

: For case (2.4) let

EPi
¼

OPi
OPi

p
ordPi

d
i OPi

OPi

 !
; gEPi

EPi
¼

OPi
p�1i OPi

p
ordPi

dþ1
i OPi

OPi

 !

and for case (2.5) let

EPi
¼

OPi
px

i OPi

p
ordPi

d�x

i OPi
OPi

 !
; gEPi

EPi
¼

OPi
px�1

i OPi

p
ordPi

d�xþ1
i OPi

OPi

 !
;

where x is chosen such that ICpx
i OPi

: Since in both cases

gEPi
EPi

¼
1 0

0 pi

� �
EPi

1 0

0 p�1i

� �
;

the images of EPi
andgEPi

EPi
are different from each other in G:

Step 2: Assume that (1) holds but (2) fails. Let KðBÞ=K be the extension
corresponding to G: By classfield theory, the quotient field L of O is not contained in
KðBÞ (see [3, p. 39] for details). By the Chebotarev density theorem, we can choose
primes Pi which split in L=K and the images of their uniformizers generate G: Let P
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be one of the Pi: Since P splits in L=K ; there is a KP-isomorphism
fP : BP-Mð2;KPÞ such that

fPðLÞC
KP 0

0 KP

� �
:

Thus

fPðOÞCfPðOLÞC
OKP

0

0 OKP

� �
:

Let EPi
andgEPi

EPi
be two Eichler orders such that

fPðEPi
Þ ¼

OkP
OKP

pordPdOKP
OKP

� �
; fPðgEPi

EPi
Þ ¼ OKP

p�1OKP

pordPdþ1OKP
OKP

 !
:

Then OCEPi
-gEPi
EPi

:
Step 3: Now assume both (1) and (2) hold, but (3) fails. Let Q be a prime of K

which is inert in L and ordQðdÞoordQðdiscðO=OKÞÞ: Since LCKðBÞ; we can pick
P1;y;Pn such that the images of their uniformizers p1; p2;y; pn generate G; Pi

splits in L=K for i41 and P1 ¼ Q is inert in L=K : If P ¼ Pi splits in L; we can pick
two local Eichler orders containing O whose images in G are different from each
other as above.
For P ¼ Q; LP*KP is unramified. Since ordPðdÞoordPðdiscðO=OKÞÞ; we have

ordPðdÞ þ 1pordPðdiscðO=OKÞÞ: By Theorem 2.4, there is an embedding

O-
OKP

OKP

pordPdþ1OKP
OKP

� �
:

So O can be embedded in

OKP
OKP

pordPdOKP
OKP

� �\ OKP
p�1OKP

pordPdþ1OKP
OKP

 !
:

Hence O is contained in two Eichler orders whose images in G are different from
each other.

Step 4: Now suppose that (1)–(3) hold.
By Theorem 2.4 and the assumptions of Theorem 2.4, O is contained in some

Eichler order E of level d:
Let D be another Eichler order of level d: We will prove that there is an Eichler

order which is isomorphic to D containing a conjugate of O if and only if
FrobL=KðrðD;EÞÞ ¼ 1 in GalðL=KÞ ¼ f71g: Choose local uniformizers

p1; p2;y; pn of F such that their images p1; p2;y; pn generate G; Pi split in L=K

for i41; P1 is inert in L and ordP1
ðdÞ ¼ ordP1

ðdiscðO=OKÞÞ:
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Assume that rðD; EÞ ¼
Qn

i¼1 P
gi

i : We know that FrobL=KðrðD; EÞÞ ¼ 1 if and
only if g1 ¼ 0: Next, we will prove that O can be embedded into an Eichler order

which is isomorphic to D if and only if g1 ¼ 0: If g1 ¼ 0; then D ¼ Eg; where g ¼Qn
i¼2 ePi

gi : Since P2;y;Pn split in L=K ; by arguments as above, we know that O
can be embedded into an Eichler order which is isomorphic to D: Conversely, if O
can be embedded into an Eichler order which is isomorphic to D but g1a0; then
OP1

CEP1
-aEP1

a�1; where the norm of a is a uniformizer at P1: By Lemma 1.3 of
[1], there exist suitable elements lAL�

P1
; b; b0AB�

P1
and a maximal order M such that

EP1
¼ M-bMb�1 and laEP1

a�1l�1 ¼ M-b0Mb0�1: Since an Eichler order is the

intersection of two unique maximal orders, we have laMa�1l�1 ¼ M or laMa�1l�1 ¼
b0Mb0�1: So laANðMÞ or b0�1laANðMÞ:
If laANðMÞ; then ordP1

ðnðlaÞÞ is even by (2.1). Since LP1
*KP1

is inert,
ordP1

ðnðlÞÞ is even. So ordP1
ðnðaÞÞ is even. This is a contradiction since the norm

of a is a uniformizer at P1 by the last paragraph. If b0�1laANðMÞ; then by the same
arguments we have ordP1

ðnðb0ÞÞ is odd which implies the level of EP1
is odd. By (2.1),

nðNðEP1
ÞÞ ¼ K�

P1
: Hence p1 is trivial in G ¼ K�

\K�
A=nðNðEAÞÞ: This is impossible.

So the theorem is proved. &
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